Dear [Name],

Defence White Paper 2015

Preamble:

Subscribed to Army News.

For many years I have been concerned about the lack of in-depth defence of W.A. Currently, W.A is defended by theorrent small Regiments S.R.R., Pelican Regiment and Reserve. Given the wealth of W.A especially in the North is this enough? I think not when you consider the Brigade structure in the east of the country.

Even after the implementation of Plaza Percherta, W.A is still relatively undefended.

My recommendation is a Brigade structure in Geraldton or Carnarvon. The Brigade in Adelphi is too far away, even with the C175.

I am not pro war, but feel a strong defence over all the county is the best means of preserving Peace in the area.

We have developed a wonderful county, with a highly regarded defence force. Australia has a lot of friends and few enemies. Let's help it that way.

Thank you for reading.

My Salutations

Ps. You may publish part or all of this Salutation.

*Regular.